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When my wife Susan and I
started publishing magazines
for the boat business we often
traveled together to visit clients. The industry was dominated by men, and while Susan
may have been the brains behind an idea, we never knew
which one of us would be the
best fit for the client.
Among the lessons we
learned from working boat
shows and attending manufacturer new product roll outs
was that a woman’s point of
view rarely factored into the
design process. Worse yet,
salesmen, and I use the gender
designation purposely, were
mostly condescending towards the Admiral who in
most modern boating families
yields veto power.
Fast forward a generation
and today’s better trained
sales team reports an uptick in
more deals going south because “she” didn’t feel comfortable about the layout.
Boating designers are taking
this economic reset time to
map new areas of the buying
process. The better ones are
meticulously examining and
reacting to this next generation of boater by adding innovation for him and meaningful
ergonomics for her. In short
they are doing a better job of
listening to both of the decision makers.
This point was illustrated in

Wendt on assignment ... A
man’s bilge is his castle.

detail to me recently on Lake
Michigan while testing Tiara’s
50 Coupe. Near level flooring,
few steps, pleasing decorator
style interior finishes, ease of
clean up, all were designed
specifically to entice “her.”
Aside from journalistic curiosity, all those features were
nice, but I noticed how I was
still drawn to the helm, the
Glass Cockpit System, the
Star Trek command seating
and something as simple as
LED illuminated cup holders.
Was I no longer in touch with
my feminine side?
Wait. That came out wrong.
No, I once again recognized
why having input from the
opposite sex made sense. The
ladies on the photo shoot, art
director and photographer,
were quick to acknowledge
the lifestyle possibilities that
such a layout presented. Not

one was interested in joystick
docking, the 40” flat screen
mounted on a hi-lo actuator,
or the concealed bilge camera
that kept an NSA like vigil on
the 750 HP stable below.
As writers, I wonder if our
stories would sometime benefit if we took someone else
along for the ride. Sure they
need some knowledge, but
most of us have spouses that
enjoy the boating lifestyle too.
Maybe we invest a few hours
at a boat show hanging around
a particular model slated for
review, observing what couples notice. As the industry
tries to embrace Hispanics and
other cultures, how do they
react to boat designs of today?
Sometimes it makes sense to
ask for another person’s observation and opinion.
Which provides a nice segue
into our important story in
this month’s Journal, results of
our member survey. Former
BWI President’s Michael
Sciulla, Zuzana Prochazka and
Executive Director Greg Proteau have shepherded this effort and uncovered interesting
trends about topics that have
risen to prominence as it pertains to practicing our craft.
You can reach me at Alan@
wendt productions.com.

Alan Wendt
BWI President
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Alan Wendt has been an
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nearly two decades, is a
current Director, and has
served as writing contest
judge and Innovations
Awards judge. He is the
editorial director for Marine CEO magazine and
publisher of two custom
lifestyle boating publications. Contact him at
Alan@wendtproductions.
com.
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nologies, marketing their
work to traditional and digital
publishing outlets and improving their blogging potential. They also seek more
information on jobs and freelancing opportunities, ways to
better monetize their digital
efforts, and greater networking with their peers and industry personnel.
What online Byrne
activitiesEnhances
do you engage in
regularly, meaning at least once a week?

MegaYacht News Site

Diane Byrne’s 2009
MegaYacht
Answer Options
2014
Maintaining myNews,
own website
-46.4%
the independent
Posting to a blog
24.2%
32.3%
website devoted
to luxury
Posting videos yachts,
(e.g., YouTube)
-18.3%
has a new look and a
Commenting on articles/ blogs 25.8%
23.9%
new
URL.
Re-launched
to
Posting on a forum
35.0%
32.3%
provide
a contemporary,
Posting on a social
network
40.0%
56.3%

dynamic design, waterfall
menus on every page make
it easier to access both current and archival content,
grouped under intuitive
categories like ‘Yachts’,
‘Builders’,
‘People’,
and
The
U.S. Coast
Guard,
‘Events’.
A
slideshow
which recently releaseddiits
rectly
beneath these
menus
2013
recreational
boating
on the homepage
statistics
report, saidoffers
that top
stories
of
the
day,
with
boating fatalities last year links
leading
full articles.
were
the to
lowest
numberItson
new
URL
is
www.megayacht
record. The report said that
news.com
(previously
.org).
560
people died
on boats
Bryne
says
her
site
has
last year, a decrease of 14%
excelled in
on
compared
to capitalizing
2012. Injuries
the
growing
use
of
internet
also fell from 3,000 in 2012
and story
extobased
2,620news
last year.
The fatalwas named
itychange.
rate forIt 2013
of 4.7 in The
Helium
deaths
perReport’s
100,000(now
regis-Halogen
Guides)
best
yacht
tered recreational vesselsblogs
list, received
place in
reflected
a 13%third
decrease
the
Original
Online
Content
from the previous year's
Category
for
BWI’s
rate of 5.4 deaths per annual
awardsvessels.
in 2009,Property
and is the
100,000
go-to
yachting
source
damage totaled approxi-for
Reuters,
mately
$39CNBC,
million.
Forbes.com,
Wall Street
Statistics alsoThe
revealed
that
Journal,use
Vanity
The Sunalcohol
was Fair,
the leading
day Times,
factor
in 16%CNN.com,
of deaths. and
Opothers.
One
storyimproper
per week
erator inattention,
is syndicated by Superyacht

Legal issues are less of a
concern by the writers with
39% saying they have no interest in them, compared
with 21% saying “no interest”
in ’09. The top legal issues
now are contracts (15%),
theft of copyrighted material
(12%), being sued (11%), and
taxes (10%).
In terms of the writing
contest, members said they
Businesstomagazine
in itswork
eintend
enter future
newsletter.
In
2010,
the
full
in, in order, Boat Projects/
daily
Megayacht
News
feed
Renovations, Boat Tests &
was also syndicated
Reviews,
Online, andbyGear/
YachtWorld.
and
Product Testscom
categories.
Boats.com.
Asked about interest in potential new categories, 46%
Kenton
Smith
said
they might
try Adds
Photography,
26% said “Series
of ArtiLegendary
Marine
cles,”
24%
said Books,
18%
Wanda
Kenton
Smith of
Kenton Smith Marketing will
head up strategic dealership
marketing efforts for Legendary Marine. She will serve
as both agency of record
and the dealership’s official
in-house director of marketing, overseeing marine marketing for four dealership
locations in Destin, Panama
City and Ft. Walton Beach,
FL, as well as Gulf Shores,
AL. Contact Kenton Smith
at wanda@kentonsmith
marketing.com.

the
reasons
you and
joined BWI (1 = Lowest)
30Rank
years
ago
to advise
guide the over half-millionAnswer Options
2009
2014
member
association
on fedIt’s my primary
professional
association
9
7
eral
state in
issues
critical
To and
participate
the writing
contest
7
6
toTorecreational
boaters.
gain the information
provided
6
8
To participatethe
in the
organization
5
5
Throughout
years
it has
To network
withtopics
othersrangin the industry
8
9
debated
policy
To access the member card/directory
4
3
ing from unfair fees and
To access the BWI Member LinkedIn Site -2
taxes
to today's
To have
an Onlinehot-button
Directory presence
-4
issues
Other:such as the increasing
levels
ethanol
in gasoline,
To of
attend
the annual
meeting in Miami
To improve
writing
mandatory
lifemy
jacket
wear,
To serve
as a judge
[of writing
marine
protected
areas
and contest or for new products]
homeland security.
said Cruising Guides; also suggested was a Video category.
DeMartini
Gains
For a more complete look at
Performance
Account
the findings including
“other”
Marilyn
DeMartini’s
PR
responses
from members,
go
Power
been preparing
to thehas
homepage
at
towww.bwi.org
promote a new client,
Ditec USA, at the Miami
Boat Show. She discovered
the company when she purchased an Audi and wanted
protection for the light colored car and convertible
and of those, 84% were
top. After experiencing
not wearing a life jacket.
what she calls "The Ditec
The most common types
Difference" -- a finish that
of vessels involved in remakes dirt, dust and conported accidents were
taminants a non-issue for
open motorboats, per'clean freak' vehicle and
sonal watercraft and cabin
vessel owners -- she sought
motorboats.
the company as a client for
"We are pleased that
the marine industry.
there have been fewer
DeMartini booked the
accidents on waterways in
deal in early January at the
recent years and thank
Palm Beach International
our partners for their
Speedway where, “It was
work," said Coast Guard
really fun to drive my car
Capt. Jon Burton, director
around the road course at
of inspections and complithe raceway!" Contact her
ance. "Together we will
at md@prpower.biz.
continue to stress the
importance of life jacket use,
boating education courses
and sober boating."
The full report is available
online: www.uscgboating.org/
assets/1/AssetManager/2013
RecBoatingStats.pdf.

Boating Safety Gains, Cautions Remain

Two Members Serve
BoatUS Issue Council
BoatUS has made new appointments to its National
Advisory Council including
Bob Adriance, editor of
lookout,
inexperiSeaworthyoperator
magazine.
He
ence,
excessive
speed
and
joins Dean Travis Clarke,
machinery
failure ranked
as
executive editor,
Sport Fishthe
top Marlin
five primary
contribing and
magazines
uting
factors in accidents.
who continues
service. Both
Drownings
were the cause
are BWI members.
of death
in 77% 13-member
of victims,
The current
Council was created over
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the
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Kyros.
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See
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tablets-ebooks.
(ESD).
The safety messages
Bottom
line,maintenance
the Android
include
proper
platform
from
Google,
with
of boats’ electrical systems
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growing
App
store,
and safe actions in the water.
which
all of these
"We
arepowers
very impressed
with
tablets,
is
the
real
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the Energy Education
Council
presentations
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and With
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“always on” world.
There are two billion
Dominion,
Boatbound
unique Internet users in the
Form
Sharing
Effort
world. This connected
Dominion
Marine
Media
planet seeks
personalized
(BoatTrader.com,
boats.com,
experiences, partnerships
and
YachtWorld.com)
and collaboration likehas
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never before.
peer-to-peer
rental
Broadband boat
is now
in 85marketplace,
Boatbound.
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million households and
expected
to
introduce
Boatspeeds for downloads are
bound
tothat
the the
nearly
5 million
so fast
average
unique
visitors
of
lengthmonthly
movie can
be transDominion
properties,
ferred inowned
under four
minutes. For business this sug-

gests that video-to-video in
real time with no latency
opens up savings in travel
budgets and business-toconsumer help centers on
a much more personalized
basis.
The 4G LTE network by
connecting
boat buyers
Verizon
is already
on in with
one
boat
sellers.
BoatTrader
third of the country – pri-research the
indicates
of with
its
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largest69%
cities
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own
a
boat
and
19%
a nationwide build out due
are
shopping
for
one.
The
in 18 months. All of the
partnership
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mobile
phone
execs
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boating
economy
byfor
levtendance are clamoring
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platform
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to make
boating
more accesshift
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to Internet
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“We
are
very
nected TV. Sony, formuch
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to finding
new
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introduced
26 new
ways
to
grow
the
number
models at CES, 16 of themof
boating
participants
with
built-in
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While
possible,”
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no one company
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president
show
easy to and
use
general
of Dominset
box manager
that lets you
create
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For
more
detail,
visit
your own TV guide, clearly
www.dominionenterprises.
the
technology is there.
com/news.
As you can imagine, after
four days of walking and
ChartGuides
Releases
seeing
2700 booths,
we
gathered
an impressive
New eBook
Version
stack
of literatureseries,
on new
The two-volume
Anproducts
social
trends.
chorGuide and
for the
Intracoastal
Got
questions
or want
to
Waterway,
a paper
cruising
brainstorm?
Just
call.
guide, is now available in
complete, downloadable, digital format on the iTunes Books Store. Explains author
Diana Doyle, “We reorganized as a new non-profit organization dedicated to producing ‘Almost Free’ cruising
guides for the Intracoastal
Waterway.” The first step
was dropping the price of the
printed versions from $29.95
to $9.95. The second step
offers ebook editions at
$3.99. Contact Doyle at
diana@semi-local.com.
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DiscoverBoating.com
Spring Traffic Surge
A new DiscoverBoating.com
was launched in mid-May
showcasing the brand’s new
look and featuring new content, easy to use navigation,
and interactive tools. The
website is also now compatible with any tablet or mobile
device. Visits since October
2013
have Enhances
increased 40%
Byrne

MegaYacht News Site

Diane Byrne’s MegaYacht
News, the independent
website devoted
to luxury
compared
to the same
time
yachts,
has
a
new
and a
period last year, andlook
it ranks
new
URL.
Re-launched
to
number one on Google orprovide
a
contemporary,
ganic search. The average
dynamic
waterfall
amount
of design,
time people
are
menus
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every
page
spending on the site
alsomake
init easier
access
boththan
curcreased
byto
42%
to more
rent
and
archival
content,
two minutes and most visited
grouped
under anything
intuitive
content
includes
categories
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‘Yachts’,
related to buying a new boat:
‘Builders’,
‘People’,
the
boat selector
tool,and
boat
‘Events’.
A
slideshow
finance calculator, boat directlysearch
beneath
theseetc.
menus
brands
pages,
on the homepage offers top
stories of the day, with links
Mercury
leading to Presented
full articles. Its
Environment
Award
new URL is www.megayacht
news.com
(previously
Mercury
Marine
was pre-.org).
Bryne
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internet
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in mid-May.
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story
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Sales Gains Forecast for Season
NMMA has reported that
the recreational boating
industry saw healthy growth
in 2013, generating $36.7
billion in retail expenditures
(new and pre-owned boats
and engines, trailers, accessories and services), a 3.2%
increase from 2012. An estimated 166,800 new powerboats and sailboats were sold
at retail in 2013, an increase
of 2.2%, building on gains in
2012 when new powerboat
and sailboat retail sales increased 10.7% - the industry’s
first sign of recovery. NMMA
is anticipating an additional 57% increase in retail sales of
new boats in 2014. Findings
are in the U.S. Recreational
Boating Statistical Abstract
being released June 1.
“As the nation’s economic
recovery matures and boating
businesses prepare for summer, a peak selling season for
recreational boats, accessories
and services, we expect to see
continued stable growth in
sales,” noted NMMA president Thom Dammrich.
“Following a year of inclement
weather throughout the U.S.
driving pent-up demand and
Americans taking to the water
in record numbers, the industry is primed for a busy selling
season.”
Ski and wakeboard boats

recorded an 11% increase in
new units sold at retail in
2013 to 6,100. Outboard
boats (pontoons, fishing
boats and small family cruisers) were the most popular
type of new powerboat sold
in 2013, comprising 84% of
the powerboat market and
up 5% to 134,800 units.
The personal watercraft
(PWC) category increased
2% compared to 2012 with
39,400 sales; and inboard
cruisers sales gained 10% to
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2,200 new units sold in
2013. 2013 was also the
first time since pre-recession (2009) that the ratio of
pre-owned boat to new
boat sales decreased, indicating a shift in consumer
demand for new boats.
Of the 241.9 million adults
in the U.S., 36.6%, or 88.5
million, participated in recreational boating at least
once during 2013 – the second highest percentage on
record. Fishing from a boat
remained the most popular
activity during 2013: 57.8%
fished, 19.3% canoed, tubing
attracted 17.8% and waterskiing 14.6%.
The top ten boating states
and sales for 2013 were (in
millions $):
Florida, $1,931.4, +14%;
Texas, $1,170.1, -2.2%
Michigan, $651.9, +1%
Delaware, $567.2, +17.7%
Minnesota, $554.5, +0.2%
New York, $547.9, +1.8%
Wisconsin, $516.3, -0.5%
North Carolina, $505.5,
+2.9%
Louisiana, $475.7, -5%
California, $428.9, +16.9%.
Contact Sarah Ryser, sryser@nmma.org.
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